Sequences of three closely related variants of a complex satellite DNA diverge at specific domains.
Major differences among the sequences of the repeat units of a very complex satellite DNA are located in domains which are sensitive to S1 nuclease under torsional stress, indicating that the domains assume unusual secondary or tertiary structures. Repeat units of the satellite, which accounts for 3% of the DNA of a land crab, have been inserted into pBR322 and the primary sequences of three cloned variants determined. The variants selected for sequencing include 1) RU (2089 base pairs (bp) ), representative of the average size of repeat units of cellular satellite; 2) TRU (1674 bp), truncated at an extra EcoRI site; and 3) EXT (2639 bp), extended by a 5-fold amplification of a 142-bp segment, one copy of which is present in RU and TRU (Bonnewell, V., Fowler, R.F., and Skinner, D.M. (1983) Science 221, 862-865). It appears that every copy of the satellite may be different and that the variants do not arise from cloning accidents. Extensive domains, as long as approximately 560 bp, are greater than 95% homologous among RU, TRU, and EXT; these conserved domains are composed of DNA whose base composition and sequences do not have remarkable features. By contrast, the sequences that comprise the divergent domains are unusually rich in 1) tracts of (dG X dC) 13-23 and arrangements of similar but not identical repetitive oligonucleotides or 2) alternating purines and pyrimidines (pu/py).